2  Not, yet
When our art is in our hands

Rebecca Schneider and Hanna B. Hölling

Hanna B. Hölling: In a previous interview with Diana Taylor, you expressed that performance studies could be perceived as putting ideas into play. Building on that, I’d like to think with you about two ideas: The conservation of performance and the performance of conservation. The first idea thinks of performance as a sort of “conservation object,” while the second applies the techniques of performance studies to the apparatus of conservation. In other words, how can these concepts, of conserving performance and performing conservation, be put into play?

Rebecca Schneider: I love that you offer conservation of performance and conservation as performance as two ways of spinning the question of how performance-based art, or any art for that matter, can be given to endure. You say that “conservation of performance” thinks of performance-based works as “conservation objects.” It is interesting to me to think about performance as object—while that has not always been a common performance studies perspective, it is certainly embedded in some lines of thought, especially in the Black radical tradition, such as Fred Moten’s amazing work on “resistance of the object” in In the Break: The Aesthetics of the Black Radical Tradition (2003). One question that arises for me when thinking about preservation is whether performance must be approached as an object in order to be preserved? This harkens back to the by now well-worn question that has sometimes arisen in performance studies about the desirability of preservation, that is, the question of whether archives, preservation and performance are antithetical—but let’s put that thorny question aside in this conversation. Let’s just ask about performance as an object. If performance can be approached as an object, what kind of object is it? If I think of gesture as an object—such as the wave of a hand to indicate “hello”—am I thinking of it as composed of matter that, as matter, coheres across time? We could say that this gestural object is flesh and it coheres or is conserved across time through resurgence—Marcel Mauss’s famous “iterability.” By this logic, flesh in/as performance can be considered an object by virtue of the repetition of its material instantiation in and across time. Its capacity for iteration, which is the same as its capacity for reiteration, pronounces a kind of endurance we generally have granted to objects in distinction to embodied live actions.
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But obviously bodies are material, and, like other objects (such as commodities) have been rendered fungible and submitted to dehumanization (the human/thing binary and its racial history being a particularly noxious problem that drags the afterlives of slavery, imperialism and the ongoing capitalism of the Plantationocene wherever it goes, rendering some bodies more precarious than other bodies). One thing that interests me when approaching performance as object is the issue not only of varying fleshly costs to objecthood, but also the issue of varying time scales. If we can look at performance as object, granting iterability a kind of materiality, and if we can recognize a hand wave (mine, yours) as an object made of flesh that recurs and does not necessarily congeal into a sovereign body but jumps across bodies in time, does our gesture begin to share something with other material objects that cohere or are recognizable as objects in a world of objects in time? To look at performance as object, we likely have to employ varying time scales to varying iterative materials. After all, isn’t iterability, and endurance through a kind of material coherence, true of all objects in some respect? All objects, given to materialization, cohere and decay and possibly recohere at different temporal rates. Acknowledging this, can all objects, such as my gesture but also such as something like the Venus Willendorf, be said to engage in the dynamic playfield of appearance/disappearance/reappearance that marks performance? Perhaps what I have been asking is whether all objects to some degree cohere as performance? Aren’t all objects time-based art (without at all wanting to say that all objects, and all enfleshments, are the same)?

Hölling: You have raised some extraordinarily important questions here. In my opinion, reframing performance as “an object of conservation” could help us to situate performance in a long tradition of preserved objects, without necessarily implying that performance is an object or material entity, or performance detritus — you have elsewhere identified the latter as an amassment of matter composed not only of the carefully safeguarded fragment but also of the unintended deposit, sediment, or rubble. Conservation historians may interpret the term “object of conservation” as referring not only the long tradition of mending and repair of physical stuff such as statues, pictures, murals and chairs, but also as the object of scientific analysis and material studies that, in the late nineteenth century in Europe, helped elevate restoration from a craftmanship to a quasi-exact science. Significant developments occurred in Western conservation in the twentieth century, during which the first conservation theories were formulated by humanities scholars, both within and outside the profession. Today, conservation is understood as both a discourse and socio-technological practice that is characterized by its plurality, diversity and sociality. It is concerned with temporal and relational matter. As an epistemic and knowledge-building activity, conservation positions the “object of conservation” as an “epistemic object” that arises from material and technological practices that ensure its continuity. For historians of science, epistemic objects are in a constant state of evolution; they are marked by an infinite potential. As an epistemic object, the conservation object has the capacity to continually acquire new properties and modify itself. Thus, these objects can
never be fully themselves. Indeed, objects about which knowledge can never be fully attained are not objects but rather processes or performances that unfold and change over time.\(^8\)

As you have mentioned, an object coheres or repeats on different time scales. We might then think of an object as a slow performance and performance as a quickly happening object that, as you have persuasively proposed, coheres and decays at different rates of resolution/dissolution. Gotthold Ephraim Lessing’s distinction between spatial art (e.g., painting) and temporal art (e.g., music)\(^9\) is once again challenged: Spatial art has similar qualities to temporal art and might be viewed as slow rather than fast. Moreover, this temporal perspective enables us to identify the artwork’s active and passive responses to time and the distinct ways in which various media undergo change. Artworks that actively engage with time, such as media installations, performance and events, experience faster change, while slower artworks like paintings and sculptures passively respond to time, as evidenced by the gradual yet steady degradation, decay and ageing of their physical materials. Objects and actions appear, again and again, as modulation and condensation of matter that radiates/moves at varying pace. But I would like to think more about the idea of gesture with you.

**Schneider:** To me, it is interesting that gesture is relational, even conceptually antiphonal, that is, iterable and open to the potential for response. If we apply the aesthetic of antiphony (or, better, call and response) to all objects and approach them as populating a reverberant world in which objects are “colleagues,” or in which objects, persons, and objects-as-persons “inter(in)animate” each other, then does a playing field for conservation widen?\(^10\) If gestures are objects and objects gestures—or are gestural—how does the scene of conservation amplify or extend its aims? Or, how does it change?

**Hölling:** Yes, to think about gesture is to imagine it being passed on through flesh and repetition. It involves recognizing its capacity to be reiterated as something always already citing, drawing from the past as always essentially re-emergent, but also opening out toward something coming. However, does this reemergence qualify as a form of conservation? Does the ability to (re)iterate, which gestures towards both the past and the future as in the recursive “re-” and “pre-” enactment, pronounce a different kind of endurance, that, for us, functions as conservation, though it may not for others?

Perhaps exploring the notion of authenticity, or even better, identity, can shed light on the matter at hand. The debates surrounding authenticity delve into the manner in which an object, such as a chair or a mural, must meet specific identity criteria to be regarded as that particular chair or mural. (This raises the question of who determines these criteria.) In conservation, two theories of identity have recently come to the forefront. The first one asserts that an object—an artwork or an object of material culture—retains its identity only if all its constituent parts remain the same over time (with some physical alteration being acceptable). Examples of artworks that might adhere to this “mereological” theory are plenty: Leonardo’s *Mona Lisa*, Michelangelo’s *David*, and the majority of artworks that inhere in one individual manifestation
and whose continuity is evident in their material structure linked to the artist’s autographic mark. The second theory of identity circumvents the issue of the numerical sameness of things over time. This theory is based on intuition and assumes that objects maintain their identity by tracing a continuous path through space-time. As long as an object sustains its form and shape, the gradual exchange of constituent components does not affect its identity, which is sustained through time.\(^\text{11}\) The wooden Shinto shrine in Ise, Japan, exemplifies spatio-temporal continuity. The shrine has been disassembled and rebuilt of new materials every twenty years for 1,300 years, thereby proving that its identity does not necessarily depend on the sameness of material components. This ritual of periodic reconstruction—*shikinen sengū*—preserves not the material aspect of a specific piece of architecture, but an ancient building tradition.\(^\text{12}\)

In some instances, these two distinct perceptions of identity intersect in complex works such as multimedia installations, where an artwork’s sculptural elements might remain physically unchanged while other elements, such as living plants or television monitors, are repeatedly replaced. Examples of such works can be found in Nam June Paik’s eco-electronic ensembles. More recently, the type-token distinction and the idea of multiple centers have been applied to further destabilize the perception of an authentic, original work.\(^\text{13}\) Despite these efforts, Western conservation still relies merely on the tacit agreement that the authentic work is a physical object that aligns with the material sameness and that this object is contingent on the involvement of the author-originator—an artistic genius guided by clearly definable intention. For works based on instruction, score or notation, and whose continuity is intermittent rather than physically continuous, the understanding of authenticity in relation to physical sameness is challenged.\(^\text{14}\) Conservators have coined the term “expressive authenticity”\(^\text{15}\) or “integrity” to refer to the preservation of an artwork. However, this still raises a similar question of who is entitled to decide about the aspects of sameness or difference and how these decisions are influenced by the prevailing cultural and knowledge systems in conservation—or what I refer to as the episteme of conservation.\(^\text{16}\) Today, we recognize that each conservation decision reinforces and upholds axiological systems that have historically favored Western values or what Ariella Aïsha Azoulay names the “imperial modality of art.”\(^\text{17}\) It is therefore crucial to acknowledge not only that the artwork/object undergoes changes and that the concept of authenticity is fluid, but also that the pluriversum of conservation—a vast range of conservation/object relationships—must incorporate principles different from those upheld by Western museums.

Returning to the notion of the object: What if we replaced “object” with “performance” in the phrase “the object of conservation”? Accordingly, rather than of “the object of conservation,” wouldn’t we speak of “the performance of conservation”? This experiment reintroduces, almost tautologically, the conservation action, the very act through which the work is conserved.

**Schneider:** Thank you for the reminder that performance, and the questions for conservation that it still raises, might continue to help us think deeply about
the “imperial modality of art” that Azoulay unpacks. I think it is important to name that imperial modality as explicitly tied to white, liberal humanist Enlightenment traditions, in order to remember that the so-called West contains many otherwise modalities (and “genres of human”) upon which we might draw. But yes, as you suggest, let’s talk about the flip of your opening equation: conservation as performance. If one way to think about artwork is that all “objects,” whether composed of flesh or water or wood or stone (and you see that I am still working with what it can mean to consider performance an object, despite you saying that is not what you meant!), each cohere and decay according to different time scales, and if objects thus perform or in some way gesture by virtue of moving in and across time, then perhaps to conserve any object is to enter into a relationship with an ongoing in-time performance, no matter the materiality of composition. To conserve is to enter an ongoing or syncopated performance as a participant capable of and indeed engaged in “response-ability” (extending the call and response trope).

Another way to say this, thinking with performance, is that working across time to conserve an object is entering into a relationship with that object—creating an object/conservator assemblage of multiple materialities in multiple time. If the conservator is (or the conservators are) live, and, we assume, flesh-based, then would the ongoing conservator/object assemblage be live art? If the object is performance and, say, composed of flesh-based dance (that is, bio bodies dancing in time), then the conservator dances as well, or sets the dance on other bodies, or otherwise decides about/enables flesh-to-flesh transmission. But if the object is stone? Well then, so too the conservator dances—or has an embodied and often highly choreographed intra-action with the stone-based object that is performing in geologic time.

Clearly what a conservator may achieve in a conservation-minded co-performance with an object may not only be an object’s material preservation for its on-stage and back-stage life as material, but the preservation of the conditions for engagement with said object as performance, as gesture, as sculpture, as painting, that is, as reverberant actant in a playfield that is always wider than the object itself, both in time and in space. A conservator’s performance is also participant in the broader preservation of the conditions for and the (ritualized) cultural investment in conservation itself. As is often noted, your performance, as conservator, takes place usually backstage in a theater designed for cross-temporal access, and your decisions concern the environmental theater of engagement by which the object’s gesture (say, the artwork that is my hand wave) can reverberate in an antiphonal relationship with the art object’s cross-temporal participants. Of course, it’s fascinating when preservation as performance is put center stage rather than backstage, as I recently witnessed in Ghent where the preservation of the Van Eyck Altarpiece was open to the public for certain hours of working days. Here “theater” takes its meaning as site for action, such as theater of surgery, theater of war. The theater of preservation is an operating theater, and the objects and conservators are the stage hands in tightly choreographed gestures of intra(in)animation.
Hölling: The “theater of preservation” as site for action implies the involvement of scripts, texts and actors-actants possibly (re)engaging in the acts of care. Theater of surgery connotes medical metaphors that frequently depict conservators as individuals responsible for sustaining the life of objects under their care, utilizing advanced technology for treatment and examination. This representation positions conservators as similar to doctors in terms of their attire (e.g. white gowns and scalpels at hand), the length of education, and approach to treating objects as if they were patients. Conservation narratives, which serve as connectors of the different temporalities of artworks and provide reasoning for decisions made, can support the textual dimension of the theater (my concept of the conservation narrative leans on Paul Ricoeur’s narrative theory). In addition, it is worthwhile to examine in greater depth the potential of the theater for restaging, that is, for a (ritualized?) repetition of a scripted play.

Let us delve further into the subject of time for another moment: Conservation with its sense of knowing (that is the way in which it metabolizes and creates different forms of knowledge) not only provides new perspectives on the work of art and its world, but also yields insights into its own formation of identity. Traditional conservation was thought to “return” a work of art to its past state, often seen as singular, originating from the artist—and even mythic—while making it available for the future. Although such views are rare amongst conservators today, the original past (including the artwork’s initial instantiations) still underpins the discourse, implicitly shaping decisions about the artwork’s future.

How can we challenge the temporal relationship that conservation has established between the present and the future, which assumes a linear and progressive notion of time? How can we introduce the idea of cross-temporal liveness and duration? Your brilliant proposal of understanding time as porous and having cross-temporal conversations shares commonalities with my own perspective on time as duration, inspired by the philosopher Henri Bergson. Performance is an excellent subject of study precisely because it defies the linear progression of time and embodies heterochrony.

Schneider: I agree with your insight that the degree to which we think of artworks as objects that undergo transformation and as objects with “many different pasts” requires us to “abandon” (your word again) the search for authenticity as existing in the past only. You invite us to question how authenticity might be a matter of change. That’s really a radical idea. It’s exciting to think about how an object’s authenticity might actually be in some deferred time, some future or other time. This point of view may be more comfortable for those who study theater than for those who study art history (“performance” is poised somewhat uncomfortably between the two, as the work of Shannon Jackson has long explicited). Consider the deferral machine that is a script, for example. The “authenticity” of theater is always off of the script and into the queasy and always variable future of its (re)enactment. But isn’t that the same, at least to some degree, for other arts? Photography, for example, is constitutionally deferred in time both forward and back (and, some might want to say,
to the side). You have written elsewhere that this cross-temporal dynamic “moves conservation away from its attempt to manage change (measured in an artwork’s former conditions) and toward a process intervening in the artwork’s temporality.”²³ I’d love to hear more from you on that.

Hölling: I believe that artworks construct in the present a durational identity that “contains” many different pasts. This aligns with Bergson’s concept of duration, and I’m delighted that we share a passion for it. Duration refers to the survival of the past, in which the past exists alongside the present.²⁴ According to Bergson, duration is an ever-accumulating ontological memory that is wholly, automatically and ceaselessly preserved. The duration of the current moment does not depose the moment that came before. Following this concept, in works that have the capacity to reoccur rather than endure, the present might be conceived of as the survival of the past. In other words, the past is actualized in the present—the only temporality to which we have unmediated access. Duration offers an alternative to traditional views of time (such as the Aristotelian inheritance, progressive linearity and chronology, including its figuration/diagrammatization, that historically governed conservation. The attachment of conservation to the authentic condition, the return of a work to its original intended state, and even the concept of restoration—conservation’s older sibling—demonstrate its adherence to a concept of time as a line (even if the timeline is “reversed,” as in restoration). If we replace this conventional understanding of time with durée, the works’ changeability will no longer be punctuated by singular conditions and states. Instead, they will exist unrestricted in a continuum, in which each instantiation of a work preserves the previous ones and simultaneously anticipates those that occur in the future.²⁵ Shifting to Husserl, we can envision continuity as a state where each moment of protention becomes a retention of the next.²⁶ And, in a similar vein, you suggest that re-enactment is, in fact, a form of pre-enactment. Therefore, if artworks create a durational identity in the present that “contains” many different pasts, conservation can only be seen as an action that modifies and interprets objects by introducing ruptures, intervals and intermissions into what would otherwise be a continuum. Such a reorientation of conservation would move away from the attempts to “reclaim the past” or “restore the original” or “return the authentic object”—all of which rely on the concept of linear time that is explicitly or implicitly present even in contemporary conservation theories. However, we could also consider the possibility that conservation, instead of intervening in the work, can coexist with the artwork as a set of responsible practices that co-inhabit the time and space of these heterochronous works.

Schneider: The idea of “responsible practices” is resonant with antiphony. If we lift out the Latin root of responsible—“respondere” (answer in return)—to what degree is a conservator’s responsibility to “answer an object in return”? (And just a note in case it’s not overly obvious to our readers by now, we decided to create this chapter as a talking-with to formally engage a kind of call and response into our thought.) This of course implies that an object has also
called. Or might call. Or might, in turn, respond. To think with antiphony might suggest that an object may have called and answered in a cross-hatch of historical encounters that reverberate. What part of an object is, in fact, the remains and returns of the flesh that has handled it? This question is not unrelated to the insights of paleoanthropologists that the human is an assemblage of hand and tool and that, with Leroi-Gourhan, the tool is not a tool without the hand just as the hand is not a hand without the tool.\textsuperscript{27} The “scriptive thing” that is the tool requires the component part, the hand, to be the object that it is.\textsuperscript{28} And so it is a flesh machine. But so too, flesh is an object machine. To conserve an object (and to conserve flesh) is to conserve a broader field of interinanimate component parts. This way of thinking again puts us in the realm of thinking with performance-based assemblage.

To acknowledge that an object’s very objecthood is punctuated by the intervals between and among its (re)appearances, and between and among itself and the bodies it interpellates or hails as co-participants, is to acknowledge changeability as a kind of core. To what degree does ritual keep that changeability at bay? Is encounter (and its repetitions) a kind of artifact that can be preserved as ritual or ceremony, thus bearing something that might be kin to what Amiri Baraka, writing about jazz, called the “changing same”?\textsuperscript{29} Can choreography regarding the object-flesh assemblage take a shape that preserves the artifact of/as encounter, even as changeability is the given condition where flesh time meets geologic time, paint time, clay time, wood time, etc.?

When we ask what it might mean to conserve change as essential to objecthood what are we asking? Conserving change can mean something as simple as preserving the conditions for engagement with an object given that engagement is always in time and variable over time. Here I am reminded of Robert Joseph’s discussion of the more-than-human masks of the Kwakwaka’wakw Nation of the Pacific Northwest. Chief Joseph is eloquent about the downtime of the wood and paint masks, which are acknowledged as having “a life of their own.”\textsuperscript{30} In fact, the masks dance the people, rather than the common settler-colonial assumption that it is humans who make masks dance. When they are not dancing the people, the masks are kept guarded and also hidden away. These are objects whose power moves in and out of performance-based engagements with the human beings who preserve the masks along with preserving the traditions of their animacy. In this, the humans, too, are preserved by the preservation of the masks. Many questions arise when thinking with this kind of performance-based object (and again, perhaps all objects are performance-based). I suspect we could here agree that all objects in human constellations have histories and traditions of use despite the fact that some objects, due to violence such as colonial plunder, have been robbed of those traditions and appropriated into other ritual traditions that preserve them differently (preserving them according to rituals of commodified Western art, say, rather than rituals of potlatch, etc.). We are likely more comfortable acknowledging the human history of an object’s use than we are acknowledging the coparticipation, or actancy, of an object or thing in its intra-action with humans. We
usually assume that it is the humans who are responsible for the actions and conditions of objects and not the objects themselves or, better, the assemblage that is objects and persons. In the Kwakwaka’wakw ritual of the Potlatch, there are demands made by the “object” itself upon the other actants who engage with it, and as Chief Joseph relates, even while hidden when not on display an object can wield an incredible power. I am speaking of more than simply honoring an object as the object demands. I am suggesting in addition that what is preserved may also be a ritual assemblage. I am saying that part of what constitutes the object itself is its fleshly relations and the constellation of those relations is co-determined by the (ritual) object and the (ritual) participants that engage it, whether in a museum or a gallery, a temple, private dwelling, or a Kwakwaka’wakw big house. We are made by our objects just as much as we make our objects. Or said another way, we make our objects, but, simultaneously, the objects we make make us.

Hölling: To “conserve” the changeability of such objects—or objects in or as their changeability—might thus require decisions related to the cultivation of their actancy. If the new conservation is to rely on the expanded concepts of human and nonhuman agency, the crucial question must be, How is it being done? Does conservation of agential objects mean allowing them to fully dictate their conditions of care? Would conservation shift entirely into a performative paradigm, leaving aside the dead matter of fixity and authenticity? It couldn’t get more interesting.

Schneider: Wow. That is quite a suggestion. Sometimes being a provocateur is terrifying, right, because you don’t necessarily want to suggest that, as you say, “conservation shift entirely into a performative paradigm, leaving aside the dead matter of fixity and authenticity.” I mean, we need fixity and authenticity, we need citation and reference to the past, we need preservation. But we need to stop thinking of performance, change, difference and mobility as the enemy of fixity and authenticity, when sometimes what is fixed is the fact that something changes. Or what is authentic is the process of working in and through difference. In addition, rather than saying that “conservation shift entirely into a performative paradigm,” I think what I am saying is actually that conservation is already that. I am saying that conservation is a performance-based practice and already operates vis-à-vis a performative paradigm (performative in that it brings into being something that it, as a practice, determines to be preservation). Different genres of human, different modes of sociality, have different means, different epistemes as you say, for the mutual, interanimate rituals through which we (re)perform our object/flesh relations and thereby (re)manifest the cultural norms those rituals preserve. If conservation is already practice-based, what would happen to performance-as-conservation-object if we shift slightly to see conservation as already having been preserving performance—preserving particular rituals that manifest particular cultural object relations? Maybe nothing would change. But, the archive is, after all, a theater—right? It is a house full of repertoires—rules and regulations choreographing the live approach to this or that object, this or that score, this or that
enfleshed enactment. It is a place for action—the action of preserving. The archive has performance-based rules of access. There are live bodies performing in the archive all the time. So, if the museum or the gallery or the catacombs or the wall or the plinth or the frame are already performance spaces, then perhaps not as much changes in our orientation as it might, at first, seem. When we think of our houses of preservation as already theaters, and our bodies as already dancing highly choreographed dances with things, is it just a leap-in-kind to include bodies, flesh and cross-temporal time-based actions in the mix? To do that, though, we have to radically recalibrate our ideas about difference (which I can speak to later).

Hölling: You mentioned the importance of preservation, citation and reference to the past. This brings to mind the work of the late David Lowenthal, whom I had the privilege of knowing as a friend and mentor. In his Harvard Baxter lecture, Lowenthal argued that conservation is a fundamental need of human beings, essential for our physical and mental survival. We define ourselves by our possessions, and the ownership of these things makes us who we are. However, the constant accumulation of objects and the exponential growth of archives highlights the absurdity of our contemporary moment, in which preservation is overtaking us. Holding onto everything suffocates us, and although oblivion may not be desirable, it is necessary. Several architectural scholars share this view. Reframing the act of preservation as a performative act and a dynamic theater of performing bodies may be helpful, as it moves away from fixity and supports change. This approach also acknowledges the diversity of bodies and minds engaged in the performance of preservation, and how they perform differently.

Let us return to the topic of time for a moment. Conservation is about time, not only because it is concerned with objects that are heterotemporal, but because it is also fundamentally rooted in time. Its essence is time. Conservation also has the power to reroute the past and reshape what it is supposed to conserve. Can we reconceptualize matter as something unfolding? By embracing the performative paradigm, we can appreciate artworks, not as isolated events that already happened, but as entities that are continuously happening, accumulating traces and stories and gesturing at us cross-temporally and -spatially?

Schneider: Yes, I very much like the Bergsonian idea of duration as continual folding of multiple temporal registers in relation—past, present, future. Time for Bergson is both heterogeneous and simultaneous. So to think of an artwork as happening, continually, seems right. Its “now” is multiple, just as our now, in which we encounter the object, is multiple as well. “We” all bring our multiple and ongoing, porously leaky nows to the event of our mutual encounters. By “we” all, I mean to include the objects. Objects bring a lot, clearly, as you have said. And conceiving of them as beings that bring, or things that gesture, or as parts of ongoing durational events might help us remember that conservation is a live art. Perhaps conservation is about preserving the condition for the reiterability of the gesture—the call and response-ability—constellated by the (performance) object or the (object) performance. For clearly conservation is not only cross-temporal but also cross-material. By this I mean, a hand is composed of
flesh—so I’m also interested in what happens when a fleshy hand works to conserve an object made of some other material. Is the assemblage of conservator (flesh) and artwork (non-flesh) actually constituent of the artwork? After all, flesh returns, at periodic intervals, across the lifetime of any piece. Think of the hand of the quarry laborer, or of the artist, of the mover, of the janitor, of the student, of the patron, of the conservator, etc. It is certainly part of the object’s changing past as artworks pass hand to hand, as it were, coming to be known as art objects precisely through fleshy exchange. Even with a thin sheet of plastic masking the hand, it is a hand that handles nonetheless. So my question becomes, are conservators’ hands, and handling in itself, actually component parts of the artwork? Are art patrons component parts of an artwork? Are students, janitors, museum goers, passersby component parts?

The question recalls a favorite passage of mine from Michel de Certeau’s *The Practice of Everyday Life*: “The passing faces on the street seem [...] to multiply the indecipherable and nearby secret of the monument.”32 This quotation, by my interpretation, gives away the fact that it is the passerby who constitutes the monument as such and so, we might say, becomes a component part of the monument qua monument.

In this line of thinking, are conservators’ hands part of the changing same that is the *event* of the endurance of any piece, no matter the material? We can think, here again, about the Venus Willendorf, an object made to be nomadic and travel by means of hands. Would not a human hand be a component part, then, of the object made to move? And how is that *dance* preserved? To talk in the language of dance or other time-based behaviors is not actually so odd. A conservator is trained, after all, in behavior—how wood “behaves,” how metals behave, etc., or in Robert Joseph’s example, how a powerful mask behaves.33

**Hölling:** I love the idea of a human hand as an integral part of the object danced. In “Slough Media” (*Slough Media, Hand in Rock in Hand*) you allude to Husserl’s philosophy, where the hand that touches is also the hand being touched.34 Consequently, conservation, when extending hands to its object, co-becomes with the object. Conservation no longer solely exerts agency or actancy over the object touched, but responds to the call of the object by co-becoming with it. It is no longer one or the other, but “each becomes each other.”35 One might wonder whether a conservation tool, such as a tweezer or a microscope, instead of being a prosthetic extension of a bio-body, prosthetically extends the (conservation) object.36 Such a shift in perspective would have profound implications for the well-established notion of a conservator as a caretaker of an otherwise inanimate work. (You convincingly undermined the schism between animacy and inanimacy by introducing the concept of intra(in)animacy.) Consider, for instance, a conservator fully immersed in the meditative act of retouching. The touching becomes retouching becomes touching becomes retouching, blurring the boundaries between the actant and the acted-upon. In such a scenario, the conservator and the conserved engage in a process of co-becoming.

In a similar vein to Karen Barad’s concept of intra-activity,37 conservation and its object co-constitute each other through recurring engagement. When co-
constitution occurs, the separation between conservation and its object—much like the separation between hand and tool or animate and inanimate—becomes insignificant. Conservation’s tools in hand, or tool-using, is gesturing, and “gesture makes the hand as much as the hand makes the gesture.”38 Through a cross-temporal call and response, and returning to an earlier point in this conversation, the object of conservation as gesture surfaces as a result of our response-ability. Once again, conservation does not merely intervene in the work, but rather becomes coexistent and cohabitative with the work in time and space.

I would like to revisit your previous assertion regarding performance remaining differently.39 If we move away from the notion of performance as “dictated by the habituation to the logic of archive,” performance cannot disappear.40 (My concept of the archive encompasses both the physical and the virtual aspect, that is the document, trace and residue and the memory, skill and technique.41) Performance remains in objects and in the body in various forms, such as storytelling, gestures, recitation, enactment and transmissions. However, in the context of conservation, is it sufficient to say that performance “remains”? Does the meaning of “remain” involve conservation, and if so, what interpretations of conservation do we derive from this statement? How does “remain” conserve the past and how does it need to be conserved itself?

Schneider: This is a great question. In the past I have challenged the twentieth-century tendency to equate performance with disappearance because I wanted to think about performance as a kind of remaining—a remaining based on reiteration. “Performance remains but remains differently,” I wrote. What I meant, then, was that it remains differently than say, object-based arts. Our discussion seems to imply, however, that perhaps object arts remain differently as well. Perhaps both performance and object arts participate in the kinds of remaining that previously seemed to distinguish performance from object arts. When I wrote that performance remains but remains differently, I was then thinking of performance composed of biomaterial and thus on a different temporality than other materials such as stone, paint, ceramic, etc. It has fascinated me to question whether the live endures longer than paint and stone. When you consider the Paleolithic art at Lascaux, for example, and consider that it has to be protected from the continual threat of the live, then the reproductive force of biomatter appears less fragile than the tender palm to stone of a negative hand stencil. Human body after body after body visiting, breathing, touching erodes the very materiality that would otherwise seem to outlast the living. And yet the living recurs, day after day. Looked at through recurrence, flesh can be seen as a material with both a greater variability and a greater ability to endure through that variation than the stone that holds the paint around a 30,000-year-old gesture. But I am getting away from the point.

What kind of a “remain” is performance? It is a remain that jumps body to body, or material to material, to recur as itself in difference. It is an assemblage of human and human, or human and tool, or object and object in or across time. It has the potential tenacity of a ritual. It has the temerity of orature’s
changing same, the audacity of being composed in reiterative againness. It is constitutively relational because it both instantiates and requests response-ability. You ask whether “remain” already means “conserve”? Well, perhaps, if conservation can be released from its Western ideological investments in Platonic ideas of sameness to embrace an approach to sameness that is difference then it becomes possible to say not only that performance remains, but that performance conserves. The question, it seems to me, is what performance conserves. Or, what is a difference that is the same? If I perform a hand wave as a gesture, and I then reperform it, am I conserving the gesture of the handwave precisely through the difference of each iteration? Yes! Why not? But I am conserving it by virtue not only of its iteration, but by its capacity to be reiterated.

Hölling: Could you elaborate further on the connection between the relationality of gesture and its capacity to be reiterated?

Schneider: It is interesting to note that reiteration requires a pause or a break or a cut between or among iterations. There is iteration—pause/cut/break in time or in space—reiteration. The break is the space(s) among calls and responses, an open space for the potential of reiteration or response in return. In the break—to borrow the title of Moten’s book, cited at the beginning of our conversation—is the space for relation between or among any one and its variations, or any singularity and the field of its alternatives, or the field of its returns (to echo André Lepecki after Deleuze and Guattari). I have thought about gesture as always already off of a singular body or object and into a space or spaces among bodies—or off of a singular object and into the space or spaces of its encounter. An obvious example—a pointing finger, whether in stone or flesh, gestures elsewhere. But any object articulates a space beyond itself as well as the space it takes up with its materiality. Is that space not relational? The negative space defined by any object, human or nonhuman, is always already a space open for, and often scriptive of, relation. Gesture outlines or traverses or otherwise engages the negative space we might refer to as in the break of call and response. You asked about the link between the relationality of gesture and its capacity to be reiterated. I am saying that gesture’s very composition in/as reiteration is its relationality. Gesture is always already relational, carrying a past and a future (simultaneously and laterally) in its very form as iteration. Obviously, there was no first, authentic hand wave that will be recuperable except as a second, or an nth, jumping bodies and moving in multiple directions. But that past, rolling through bodies, is constituted in the changing same and is necessarily reconstituted in and through relation, in and through the negative spaces that preserve the condition for encounter. Perhaps we can approach conserving performance as a matter of preserving the negatives spaces, as much as the gestic material, like the waving hand, itself. How do we preserve the gaps or space off or times when the theater is dark? Robert Joseph writes of the potlatch mask when it is in its trunk and not being danced as a vital and quite dangerous part of the life of the dance over time. Rather than a time when nothing happens, can we think about preserving the space off,
the gap, the dark time as precisely the condition for (re)iteration? The gap, the interval, of nonperformance may be more “live” than we are accustomed to acknowledging. I am speaking of preserving the conditions for cross-temporal live (re)encounter, the conditions for sameness as difference.

Hölling: How is repetition conservation?

Schneider: We can only conceive of repetition as conservation if we acknowledge, against the full force of Platonic ideality and white Western habit of thought, that difference is not destruction. That difference (also) preserves. If as Plato and, much later, Deleuze concur, repetition is difference (and surely it is)—how can it conserve? Well, perhaps we need to make room for a worldview in which repetition is indeed difference but, contra Plato, does not cancel or somehow pollute sameness. Here is where “repetition” may not be the best word, as performance studies scholars have begun to compellingly suggest. Another way to ask this is: How is mimesis (understood not as “mere” imitation, nor as repetition, but more as antiphonic becoming) a required ingredient for authenticity? This is a very hard nut to crack philosophically for European and settler-colonial thought, or the mindset of mastery Tiffany Lethabo King has recently termed “conquistador subjectivity,” but it is arguably a basic “aesthetic of possibility” in Yoruban ritual traditions, diasporic Black expressive form and other expressive forms that acknowledge orature and ceremony as ways of history. To see difference as supporting sameness absolutely requires that we ditch the binary that habitually and baselessly insists that you cannot be the same and different simultaneously, and embrace the ways in which the authentic and the not, yet (in)authentic become each other, or co-constitute each other’s playing field and are, in a word, inseparable. But in short: Repetition is conservation because conservation itself is already ritual-oriented and composed in/as response-ability.

Of course, you are invited to disagree. Is it perhaps in disagreement and the repartee of dissensus (calling, here, on Jacques Rancière) that the political stakes in the problem of preservation and performances take shape? How can we conserve politics by coming to agreement? We can’t! If we come to agreement, we would no longer, Rancière reminds, be political. We would not be “conserving” the political when agreeing on the way to conserve it in its outcomes. But we can preserve the conditions for the political. Perhaps something of the same holds true for the heart of difference that is performance. So, indeed, what do you think about that?


Notes


8 The idea of unfolding objects was discussed by Pip Laurenson in her lecture “Can Artworks Live in a Museum Collection?,” Institute of Fine Arts, New York University, September 29, 2016, https://vimeo.com/184868009. Laurenson refers to Knorr Cetina’s notions of relational and creative practice and her concept of epistemic objects (things that we engage with during our knowledge-producing activities) and explores the possibility of conceptualizing unfinished, incomplete objects—in other words, unfolding works—as epistemic objects of both conservation and artistic practice.


11 Spatio-temporal continuity is often claimed when objects follow an unbroken spatio-temporal path. I assume in this discussion that tracing such a continuous path permits some change of parts and thus partial intervals of discontinuity as long as the form of objects is preserved.


The word “episteme” stems from the old Greek “epistamai,” meaning to be acquainted with, to understand. The contemporary use of the word—and my meaning—is to signify a principled system of understanding.


For a temporal critique of conservation, see Hölling, “Time and Conservation.”

In his phenomenology of temporality, Husserl's rejects an understanding of the experience of the world as a series of unconnected instances. Protention (an anticipation of the next moment), though distinct from immediate experience, is retained in consciousness; it relates to the perception of the moment that has yet to be perceived. Continuity rests on the idea that each moment of protention becomes a retention (a perceptual act retained in consciousness) of the next. For the temporal experience in Husserl’s phenomenology, see Christoph Hoerl, “Husserl, the Absolute Flow, and Temporal Experience,” *Philosophy and Phenomenological Research* 86, no. 2 (March 2013): 376–411.

33 My point is that a Western-trained art conservator is trained to believe that wood behaves in X manner and performs with the wood according to investments in those behaviors. Sets of rules take place and these can be considered rituals. An Indigenous ritual specialist may also be trained to know how wood behaves and also to know how wood in the form of a powerful mask behaves and that specialist treats the powerful masks accordingly. The power of art objects often is ritualized/choreographed, with attention to the power of outcomes. Materials are treated, in both cases, according to investments in sets of beliefs rooted in cultural norms, mores, economies and purposes.
35 Schneider, “Slough Media,” 76.
36 Although a distinction needs to be made between the incorporations of a tool (a successful prosthesis) and body extensions (the tool-use) and their relation to the notion of body ownership. Whereas the former reorganizes the body, the latter does not affect the sense of body-ownership. See Helena De Preester and Manos Tsakiris, “Body-extension Versus Body-incorporation: Is There a Need for a Body-model?” Phenomenology and the Cognitive Sciences 8, no. 3 (2007): 307–319.
37 Unlike the metaphysics of individualism that assumes the existence of individual entities or agential bodies that pre-exist their effect upon each other, Karen Barad puts forward the notion of “intra-action” that queers the familiar sense of causality. In Barad’s ethico-onto-epistemology (or agential realist ontology), individuals do not pre-exist but rather materialize in intra-action. Barad suggests that “intra-action goes to the question of the making of differences, of ‘individuals,’ rather than assuming their independent or prior existence... ‘individuals’ only exist within phenomena (particular materialized/materializing relations) in their ongoing iteratively intra-active reconfiguring.” Karen Barad, “Intra-actions,” an interview with Karen Barad by Adam Kleinman, Mousse 34 (2012), 79.
38 Schneider, “Slough Media,” 77.
39 Schneider, Performing Remains.
40 Schneider, Performing Remains, 97–98.
41 Hölling, Paik’s Virtual Archive, 156–7.
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